Essential Equipment for Radial Access Problem Solving

A synopsis of the techniques and technology available to assist with and improve the benefits of radial access procedures.
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Since the first use of the radial artery for coronary angiography and percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), transradial (TR) access has grown in popularity. Transradial PCI reduces vascular complications and favorably affects clinical outcomes. Other important benefits of TR access include greater patient comfort and lower procedural costs compared with the transfemoral approach. However, TR PCI has a slower learning curve compared with the femoral approach, with a significant risk of failure among less experienced operators.

In this article, we discuss several commonly encountered challenges for TR PCI and various techniques and technologies that can be used to improve TR access success rates.

ULNAR ARTERY COLLATERAL CIRCULATION

Confirmation of dual circulation to the hand (intact palmar arch), either by Allen test or plethysmography, was traditionally considered an important prerequisite, and patients with poor collateral circulation were deemed unsuitable for TR access. However, recent studies have confirmed the safety of TR access, regardless of the collateral circulation status, and formal testing pre-procedure is therefore not necessary.

RADIAL ARTERY PUNCTURE

In our practice, we use the right radial artery as a default approach due to ease of catheter manipulation and use of equipment, particularly in obese individuals. The radial artery is accessed 1 to 2 cm proximal to the radial styloid process using a micropuncture needle and modified Seldinger technique for an anterior wall-only puncture, but a true Seldinger technique with through-and-through arterial puncture may be used without added risk. Some patients may have a poorly palpable radial artery, and improved blood flow may be achieved by compression of the ipsilateral ulnar or radial artery distal to the puncture site or application of dermal or sublingual nitroglycerine. Once access is achieved, use of a tapered hydrophilic sheath is preferable to prevent spasm and discomfort during sheath insertion and removal. The arterial administration of vasodilators, such as verapamil (2.5 mg), nitroglycerin (200 µg), or both, immediately after gaining access was commonly used to prevent radial artery spasm, but not routinely required with the use of hydrophilic sheaths. Although sterile granulomas were observed with the initial use of hydrophilic sheaths, this has since been identified to be limited to a single manufacturer (Cook Medical), and there are no concerns about the use of hydrophilic sheaths by other manufacturers. Several available and commonly used hydrophilic sheaths include Glidesheath (Terumo Interventional Systems), VSI (Vascular Solutions, Inc.), Prelude (Merit Medical Systems, Inc.), and Adelante (Oscor Inc.). When choosing a sheath size, consider the complexity of the specific case; however, most patients can easily accommodate a 6-F sheath, allowing standard PCI equipment including IVUS/optical coherence tomography/fractional flow reserve, rotational atherectomy with a 1.5-mm burr, and bifurcation stenting except for when two stents need to be introduced simultaneously. In addition, many operators routinely use 5-F catheters for diagnostic angiography or simple PCI assisted by a power hand injector.
We prefer 6-F catheters for routine use due to better backup support, and we upsize to 7 F to accommodate large atherectomy burrs or two-stent procedures and downsize to 5 F when we encounter radial artery spasm with 6-F guides.

**NAVIGATING ANATOMICAL VARIATIONS**

Variations in radial, brachial, and subclavian anatomy can make TR access difficult and remains the most common cause of TR access failure. It is imperative that operators are aware of different anatomic features to anticipate and overcome challenges. Tortuous forearm vessels are often difficult to negotiate with regular wires and catheters. Difficulty advancing wires or catheters is the first sign that either an anatomic variation or radial artery spasm is present, and operators should not persist or exert force that may cause vessel trauma to occur. It is important to inject from the sheath or the catheter to define the anatomy and reduce the risk of complications (Figure 1A and 1B). Most TR access with tortuosity or sharp angulations can be negotiated with a hydrophilic wire to facilitate catheter advancement. Similarly, radial-ulnar loops (Figure 1C) are a rare occurrence that may be navigated with a hydrophilic guidewire or a standard 0.014-inch coronary wire (BMW Universal, Abbott Vascular), followed by gently advancing a 5-F catheter (Figure 1D). The use of balloon-assisted guidewire catheter advancement over a coronary guidewire (Figure 1E) is able to overcome most cases of radial tortuosity and loops. However, early switching to a femoral approach is advisable if the patient experiences discomfort or spasm.

Subclavian tortuosity occurs more frequently in women and elderly patients, presenting a challenge for coronary cannulation. This can also be problematic for cases requiring multiple catheter exchanges or significant guide catheter support for equipment delivery in distal coronary segments. Access to the ascending aorta can be facilitated in most cases by asking the patient to take a deep breath, which can decrease excessive angulation between the right subclavian and the ascending aorta. If this is unsuccessful, a hydrophilic wire may be needed to negotiate the tortuosity and advance the catheter to straighten the vessel. If still unsuccessful, consider switching to the left radial artery for a more direct approach to the ascending aorta. Operators should be aware of arteria lusoria, a congenital, aberrant, retroesophageal course of the right subclavian with an aortic origin distal to the left subclavian (Figure 2). Although case reports of successful PCI in the presence of this condition have been reported, we find that treating these patients via the right TR access is a challenge, and early switching to a left radial or a femoral approach is advised.

![Figure 1. Challenges in TR access and management strategies. Focal (A) and diffuse (B) radial artery spasm that did not respond to intra-arterial vasodilators. A 360° radial loop (C) that was successfully negotiated with a 5-F catheter over a hydrophilic guidewire (D). A 6-F guide catheter with a 2-mm leading balloon inflated over a coronary wire was used to successfully navigate radial artery tortuosity and spasm (E).](image)

![Figure 2. The aberrant right subclavian artery (arteria lusoria). The aberrant right subclavian origin was identified during TR access to treat a 74-year-old man for an acute anterior ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction. Due to the potential time delay associated with managing the technical difficulties of this case, alternate transfemoral access was used, and primary PCI was completed.](image)
MANAGING RADIAL ARTERY SPASM

Radial artery spasm (Figure 1A and 1B) is not infrequent during TR access and is associated with patient discomfort, increased procedural time, and procedural failure.\(^\text{11,27,28}\) Predictors of radial artery spasm include small artery diameter, female sex, and diabetes mellitus, as well initial unsuccessful cannulation.\(^\text{29}\) Spasm can be prevented in most cases with adequate preprocedural planning. We routinely prescribe sedation to all patients with intravenous fentanyl (25–100 µg) and midazolam (1–2 mg) and have found this to be extremely useful, as patient anxiety is an important inducer of radial artery spasm.\(^\text{30,31}\) In addition, use of a tapered hydrophilic sheath minimizes discomfort during sheath insertion and removal. The arterial administration of a vasodilator, such as verapamil (2.5–5 mg),\(^\text{32-34}\) nitroglycerin (100–200 µg),\(^\text{32,33}\) or both,\(^\text{35}\) were commonly administered through the sheath immediately after gaining access to prevent radial artery spasm but rarely needed with the use of hydrophilic sheaths.

Similarly, the size of sheaths and catheters has a significant impact on spasm development. Sheath-to-TR access ratios > 1 have higher rates of spasm,\(^\text{12,36}\) and use of a 5-F sheath catheter for patients at risk for radial artery spasm/tortuosity is sufficient for most simple interventions.\(^\text{36}\) The use of longer sheaths (up to 25 cm) has been suggested to decrease spasm by protecting the vessel from catheter manipulation,\(^\text{37}\) but the data are inconsistent,\(^\text{38}\) and short sheaths (< 10 cm) remain the standard approach at most institutions, including ours. As previously mentioned, we routinely use 6-F hydrophilic sheaths and standard 6-F guide catheters and size down to 5 F if radial artery spasm is encountered. We also find sheathless guides (Sheathless Eaucath, Asahi Intecc Co. Ltd.) to be a useful alternative for reducing spasm when larger lumen guides are required for complex PCI. A 7.5-F sheathless guide has a smaller outer diameter than a 6-F regular sheath, and an inner diameter of 0.081 inches allows passage of a greater range of interventional equipment (Figure 3).\(^\text{38,39}\)

Despite the interventionist’s best efforts, spasm may still occur, causing pain and discomfort for the patient, difficulty in catheter manipulation, or entrapment of the guide or sheath. It is critical not to use excessive withdrawal force, as radial artery laceration or avulsion can occur. Greater sedation, pain management, reducing ambient lighting, and administering local intrarterial and systemic vasodilators usually work within several minutes. However, axillary nerve block or general anesthesia may be required for extreme cases that do not resolve within an hour.

OPTIMUM CATHETER AND GUIDE SELECTION

Catheter selection is critical to optimize angiographic quality, reduce the risk of coronary ostial trauma, and provide adequate support for equipment delivery. Although several radial-specific guides are available on the market, we have not found significant differences between specialized radial catheters and standard femoral catheters in over more than 2 decades of performing TR access procedures. A survey of interventional cardiologists found a similar preference for standard femoral catheters over special radial-specific catheters.\(^\text{40}\)

For coronary angiography, Judkins left and Judkins right catheters are standard choices. An Amplatz right catheter can be used for tortuous anatomy or if Judkins right does not work. For coronary intervention, extra backup or Voda left catheter shapes (Medtronic) are commonly the workhorse guides for left coronary intervention and are one size smaller compared to what is used from a femoral approach. Judkins right and Amplatz right guides are standard workhorse guides for right coronary artery intervention. The larger the patient, the larger the diameter of the ascending aorta, and the need for extra backup support favors selecting a larger size catheter shape. For bypass angiography, most right-sided grafts can be engaged with Judkins right/multipurpose or right coronary bypass shapes, whereas left-sided grafts can be tackled with Judkins right, Amplatz left, and left coronary bypass shapes. The left internal mammary can be accessed from the right radial artery;\(^\text{41}\) however, our preference is to use the left radial artery for all patients who have had bypass graft procedures.
ACCESS & CLOSURE

IMPROVING BACKUP SUPPORT

Poor guide catheter support due to acute or anomalous coronary takeoff, tortuous subclavian anatomy, enlarged aorta, or coronary angulation, calcification, and tortuosity are frequent causes of frustration for TR access operators and are often the cause of failure. A strong knowledge of techniques and technology available significantly increases TR access success rates. The difficulty in delivering a long stent in a distal coronary segment is not infrequent with TR access despite successful initial angiography and balloon angioplasty. The poor backup support is due to the subclavian and ascending aorta angulation that limits any applied force to be directed at the guide catheter tip and distal equipment. Therefore, it is more important to adequately predilate lesions with noncompliant balloons or atherectomy, especially in calcific vessels. Use of a larger guide or buddy wire has been suggested to resolve these issues. However, we find the use of a guide extension technique with either the GuideLiner catheter (Vascular Solutions, Inc.) or the Guidezilla (Boston Scientific Corporation) to be the single most useful technique to facilitate equipment delivery in these circumstances. We routinely advance the GuideLiner device just proximal to the target segment before advancing stents. If there is difficulty with GuideLiner placement, it can be tracked and advanced over a balloon inflated in a distal segment. Another technique that can be useful is to use a Wiggle wire (Abbott Vascular) that can anchor the distal small coronary segments, allowing a better rail for equipment delivery (Figure 4). The TR access failure rates are greatly minimized for complex, calcified, and tortuous lesions when employing one or more of the previously mentioned techniques.

OPTIMIZING RADIAL ARTERY HEMOSTASIS

Radial artery occlusion (RAO) is a complication of TR access that commonly resolves over time and rarely results in clinical manifestations of hand ischemia. However, it does render the radial artery inaccessible for subsequent use in cases where it does not spontaneously resolve. A meta-analysis of 66 trials found an incidence of 7.7% at 24 hours and 5.5% after 1 week. The positive predictors of RAO include radial sheath to artery size and postprocedure compression time, and negative predictors include the use of patent hemostasis and anticoagulant. Nonrandomized data suggest that the rate of RAO is 71% with no anticoagulation and as low as 4% with heparin. Weight-based dosing at 50 units/kg has similar efficacy to fixed dosing, with reduced time to hemostasis. Heparin given intra-arterially or intravenously has similar efficacy, although intra-arterial heparin can cause local pain. Guideline-recommended doses of heparin are 50 units/kg or 5,000 units.

Figure 4. Maximizing backup support of the TR approach for complex coronary interventions. A 64-year-old man with previous stenting presented with Canadian Cardiovascular Society grade III angina and chronic occlusion of the right coronary artery (A). A TR approach was used with an Amplatz left (AL1) guide catheter, and a Pilot 200 guidewire (Abbott Vascular) successfully crossed the occluded segment. The Pilot wire was exchanged to a Wiggle wire (arrow) to anchor the guide, and a GuideLiner catheter (asterisk) was used to advance dilating balloons to the target segments (B). The GuideLiner device was brought to the distal segment using the inflated balloon used as an anchor (B) and then left in a deep-seated position to facilitate delivery of multiple, long drug-eluting stents (C) to treat the entire occluded segment with a good angiographic result (D).

Figure 5. Several compression devices are commercially available to facilitate patent hemostasis after TR procedures. These devices have unique mechanisms to manage the amount of pressure being applied to the radial artery. These devices include RadAR (Advanced Vascular Dynamics) (A), TR Band (Terumo Interventional Systems) (B), RadStat (Merit Medical Systems, Inc.) (C), Finale (Merit Medical Systems, Inc.) (D), Bengal (Ates Group–Benrikal) (E), and RadiStop (St. Jude Medical, Inc., now Abbott Vascular) (F).
Postprocedure hemostasis may be achieved using several commercially available products (Figure 5). A key technique to avoid RAO, regardless of the device used, is patent hemostasis. Steps of patent hemostasis are (1) apply the band/clamp to the puncture site, (2) tighten the band/clamp and remove the sheath, (3) loosen the band/clamp until bleeding at puncture site, (4) retighten just above the pressure required to achieve hemostasis, and (5) perform a reverse Barbeau test with plethysmography to ensure good blood flow to the fingers. The duration of compression is also an important predictor of RAO, and prolonged compression (> 2 hours) is associated with higher rates of RAO. However, ultrashort compression (20 minutes) does not reduce rates of RAO, and we routinely use a compression time of 40 to 60 minutes.

CONCLUSION
TR access is a rewarding procedure for both the patient and the operator, as it improves both patient satisfaction and clinical outcomes. Adequate knowledge of the techniques and available technology to assist with TR access procedures should allow any invasive cardiologist to maximize the benefits of TR access for their patients.
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